
Dear Homeowner, 

It's hard to believe summer 2019 is behind us and it is time to begin preparing for the following season. 

We are looking forward to 2020. 

A few things to keep in mind while filling out your 2020 Rental Authorization 

• We are currently looking at a couple different digital payments solutions-more details on this to 

follow. 

• We are working with a Home Automation Co. that will offer near wholesale pricing on all their 

products to homeowners.  Further Explanation is attached in an introductory letter. 

• Guests have told us that internet access is of utmost importance. It is no longer a "would like to 

have.”  It is a "must have" amenity. If you haven't done so already, we highly recommend that 

you provide internet service in 2020. It is equally important to post precise directions for use, 

including Wi-fi Network Name and password. Please make these instructions permanent and in 

plain view for guests. 
• Air Conditioning is another "must have." If you don't have it, please consider adding units. It will 

help in renting your property. 

• If you know specific weeks that you, your family or friends will be using, mark those weeks as 

not available. It compromises the integrity of the data when we show a time period to be 

available, only to find out it is unavailable, and we were not notified. It is also very disappointing 

both for a prospective guest and agents. Also, during the course of the rental season, ALWAYS 

call in your owner rentals as soon as they are booked. 

• We are now offering trip insurance to guests, as well as Weather Protection.  There will be more 

to come about both of these products.  Also, MAR, Inc. will be accepting credit card payments on 

your behalf for rent payments and fees. 

It is IMPORTANT and ADVANTAGEOUS that you return your 2020 Rental Authorization 

promptly 

• Your property will be searchable on the internet via our www.MaryAllen.com website, plus our 

numerous other mirror sites and our Social Media sites. 

• Previously, we started to create Virtual Tours of our rental properties and it is our intention to 

continue this service. Taking photos in the late Summer and early Fall weather enhances the 

quality of the tour. If you are interested in having your tour posted sooner, you can take photos 

and e-mail them to us, and we will create the tour. We welcome your help. 

So here it is your 2020 Rental Authorization. If you have any questions, do not hesitate to call  

609-494-0700. 

Thank you for doing business with us, 

The Staff at Mary Allen Realty 

 



 

 

2020 RENTAL AUTHORIZATION - THIS IS A LEGALLY BINDING CONTRACT, READ CAREFULLY 

The undersigned authorizes Mary Allen Realty, Inc. to act as rental agent for the following property. 
Mary Allen Realty, Inc. hereinafter throughout the authorization we will be referred to as (MAR) 

Please Fill Out This Form Completely - Failure To Do So Could Result In Misinterpretation. MAR cannot Be Held 

Responsible For Incomplete Rental Authorizations 
 

Rental Address: __________________________________ City:________________ Unit: ______ Floor:_____ 

Owner:______________________________________ Check Payable to:______________________________ 

Owner Address:______________________________ City:_______________ State:____ Zip code:_________ 

Cell Phone:___________________ Home Phone: ___________________Work Phone: __________________ 

Email: _______________________________________________________SS#/FTID#:____________________ 

Emergency Contact Name:________________________________  Phone: ____________________________    

Other Brokers:  

 

Special Instructions: 

 

 

*We Strongly Recommend that Owner(s) Make Arrangements for Cleaning the Property Between Tenancies* 

 

☐ Cleaning included in Rental Price    ☐ Cleaning NOT included   ☐ Cleaning included for a Fee: $__________ 

 

Cleaner  _______________________________________________       Phone _______________________ 

Plumber________________________________________________      Phone _______________________ 

Electrician_______________________________________________     Phone _______________________ 

A/C Contractor __________________________________________      Phone _______________________ 

Appliance Repair _________________________________________     Phone _______________________ 

 

Smart Thermostat or Security Cameras?  i.e.: Nest/Ecobee/Honeywell/Sensi/ADT/Brinks/Ring etc. 

We highly recommend NOT to remotely control a tenant’s temperature. It is also illegal to monitor or record 

a tenant on a ring doorbell or video cameras. Cameras MUST be removed or disabled during tenant’s stay. 

☐Smart A/C     ☐Temperature Schedule    ☐Tenant Can Control Temperature    ☐Security Cameras  

Keyless Entry Code: __________________________   Alarm Code ___________________________ 

Wi-fi Network: ______________________________   Wi-fi Pass: ____________________________ 

Pets  

*Due to pet allergies, many tenants are requesting 100% Pet Free homes. 

☐No Pets Allowed  ☐Pets OK  ☐Pets Considered  ☐Pet Free! No Pets ever present including owner’s pets.  

Refundable Pet Security Amount $_________ OR Non-Refundable Pet Fee Amount $_________ 

Special Pet Instructions: 

 

 Mary Allen Realty, Inc. Listing # _____________ 

 2909 Long Beach Boulevard, Ship Bottom, NJ 08008 Block:______Lot:_______ 
 PH: 609.494.0700 FAX:  609-361-1410  



Area: ☐ Oceanfront   ☐ Oceanside   ☐ Oceanblock   ☐ Bayfront   ☐ Bayside   ☐ Bayblock   ☐ Lagoon 

Type: ☐ House   ☐ Duplex   ☐ Triplex   ☐ Quad   ☐ Condo   ☐ Cottage   ☐ Apartment   ☐ Studio 

Features #Max Occupancy includes children. 

#Bedrooms #Full Baths #Half Baths #Max Occupancy Min. Rental Period 

               /days 

Check-in Time Check-out Time Check-in Day Smoking Allowed? Garage Use? 

  ☐Fri ☐ Sat ☐ Sun ☐Yes  ☐Yes  

Fees, Charges, Utilities & Deposits 

Weekly Dirt/Damage Deposit: _________ Seasonal Dirt/Damage Deposit: _________  

Seasonal Utilities Included?     Gas: ☐ Yes ☐ NO  Electric:  ☐ Yes ☐ NO  Cable:  ☐ Yes ☐ NO   

Beds: Beds provided must accommodate maximum # of persons listed in #Max Occupancy. 

#King Beds #Queen Beds #Full Beds #Single Beds 1st Floor Bedroom? 

    Yes ☐  

#Trundles #Futons #Cots #Cribs Highchair? 

    Yes ☐  

#Bunks (S Over S) #Bunks (S Over F) #Bunks (F Over F) #Rollaways #Daybeds 

     

#Sofa Beds Single #Sofa Beds Full #Sofa Beds Queen #Sofa Beds King Other 

     

Amenities 

☐ Dishwasher ☐ Coffee Maker ☐ Keurig ☐ Toaster ☐ Toaster Oven 

☐ Microwave ☐ Blender ☐ Vacuum ☐ Iron ☐ Iron Board 

☐ Washer ☐ Dryer ☐ Shared W/D ☐ Cable TV ☐ TV Streaming 

☐ CD Player ☐ DVD Player ☐ Blu-Ray Player ☐ Satellite Radio ☐ Internet/Wi-fi 

☐ Outdoor Pool ☐ Pool Heated ☐ Hot tub ☐ O/S Shower ☐ O/S Shower Shared 

☐ Patio ☐ Balcony ☐ Deck ☐ Rooftop Deck ☐ Deck O/S Furniture 

☐ Waterfront ☐ Oceanview ☐ Bayview ☐ Beach Access ☐ Private Beach 

☐ Private Yard ☐ Ping Pong Table ☐ Pool Table ☐ Handicap Access ☐ Elevator 

☐ Shared Yard ☐ Boat Dock/Slip ☐ Jacuzzi/Jet Tub ☐ Ceiling Fans ☐ Standard Fans 

☐ Beach Chairs ☐ Beach Badges ☐ Charcoal BBQ ☐ Gas BBQ ☐ Electric BBQ 

☐ Lounges ☐ Dinnerware ☐ Pots/Pans ☐ Cooking Utensils ☐ Silverware 

☐ Linens ☐ Blankets ☐ Pillows ☐ Beach Towels ☐ Bath Towels 

☐ Heat ☐ Central A/C ☐ Window A/C ☐ Wall A/C ☐ A/C Split System 

 

#Off-street Parking #Garage Spots #Beach Badges #Beach Chairs #Beach Umbrellas 

     

#A/C Units #Decks #Bikes Phone Block? Phone Deposit 

   ☐Yes   

#Pool Tags Pool Opens Pool Closes Yard Sign? Unit Phone # 

        /2020         /2020 ☐Yes   

TV / Streaming 

# of TVs ☐ Roku ☐ Fire TV/Stick ☐ Apple TV ☐ Google TV ☐ Smart TV 

 ☐ Netflix ☐ Hulu ☐ HBO ☐ Showtime ☐ Prime TV 

 ☐ Sling TV ☐ Direct TV ☐ Optimum ☐ Fios ☐ Comcast 

 

 



WEEKLY DATES/PRICES 

Please indicate the weeks you wish to rent by indicating price: Weeks marked 100% are prime weeks which 
command the highest rents. If you are interested in renting other weeks, we recommend the appropriate 

percentage listed. If you've had success with previous rates, we recommend you continue with similar rates. 
The Following weeks are Sat. to Sat. lease period.  

 

WEEK WEEKLY RATE % OF PRIME WEEK 

5/2 - 5/9  50% 

5/9 - 5/16  50% 

5/16 - 5/23  50% 

5/23 - 5/30  50% 

5/30 - 6/6  50% 

6/6 - 6/13  60% 

6/13 - 6/20  75% 

6/20 - 6/27  90% 

6/27 - 7/4  100% 

7/4 - 7/11  100% 

7/11 - 7/18  100% 

7/18 - 7/25  100% 

7/25 - 8/1  100% 

8/1 - 8/8  100% 

8/8 - 8/15  100% 

8/15 - 8/22  100% 

8/22 - 8/29  100% 

8/29 - 9/5  90% 

9/5 - 9/12  75% 

9/12 - 9/19  60% 

9/19 - 9/26  50% 

9/26 – 10/3  50% 

10/3 – 10/10  50% 

10/10 – 10/17  50% 

10/17 – 10/24  50% 

10/24 – 10/31  50% 

SEASON DATES/PRICES 

FROM TO PRICE 

   

WEEKEND RENTALS?    Yes  ☐     No  ☐ 

 

CREDIT CARD PAYMENTS. Mary Allen Realty now offers credit card payment options for guests at NO 

COST to the landlord on “short term” rentals of no more than 125 consecutive days and with a specific 

end date. The guest pays a 3.25% fee per transaction. By signing authorization, the landlord understands 

& agrees that by Mary Allen Realty accepting credit cards, there is the risk of a charge-back. Our payment 

policy is designed specifically to minimize such risk by prohibiting credit card payments within 30 days 

of check-in and requiring the full balance be paid at time of credit card payment. In the event that there 

is a charge-back prior to check-in or at any time, the Real Estate Commission rules require the landlord 

and Mary Allen Realty immediately return any money received including any commissions paid where it 

will then be stored in a noninterest-bearing trust account during the dispute process. Mary Allen Realty 

will then put the week or weeks back on the market while also disputing the charge-back for the landlord 

in the event the week or weeks do not get re-rented. If it gets re-rented, the money will be returned to 

the guest who disputed the charge and Mary Allen Realty will send the landlord funds from the new 

rental, less the commission. Landlord agrees to honor the terms of the lease agreement and to provide 

in a timely manner to MAR or the bank any documents or information requested in the case of a dispute. 

If the landlord provides all information, adheres to the terms of the lease agreement during the guest’s 

stay, and provides a copy of a legally binding lease agreement signed with guest, they are in a good 

position regarding any possible disputes.  

 



TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR AUTHORIZATION 

1. Owner(s) hereby agrees to lease the property during the periods and for the price set forth above. 

Owner(s) expressly represents that they have reviewed the description of the property, including the 

details of amenities, and that the description is true, correct and complete. MAR has the discretion of 

not accepting a rental authorization if the property has less than four rental weeks available during 

July and August. Owner(s) gives MAR permission to advertise their property, photos, amenities, 

descriptions, etc., on all of the various websites and other mediums that we use. Matterport tours and 

photographs, unless provided by the Owner(s), are the property of MAR and may not be used by the 

Owner and/or any third-party portals/website. All amenities listed will be a part of the contents of 

the rental property. By signing, I declare to the best of my knowledge and belief, the name, address 

and taxpayer identification number that I have furnished correctly identifies me as the owner(s) of 

this property. If the owner(s) wishes to make changes to the rental authorization (ex. rental rates, 

amenities, etc.) after it has been signed by the owner(s) and processed by MAR, the change(s) will 

only be made if they are received by the MAR rental program administrator at 

reception@maryallen.com in writing. Acceptable forms of written notification include signed fax 

copies and e-mail from the email address written in above. The requested change(s) will be included 

in the owner(s) authorization file. It is the owner(s) responsibility to confirm that the change(s) has 

been received and made. If an owner(s) has any special notes or instructions for the guests posted at 

the property, please provide our office with a copy so we can make it part of your rental 

authorization file. (ex. refrigerator notes, etc...) PLEASE POST THE WIFI INFORMATION AND 

GARBAGE/RECYCLING PICKUP DAYS, RULES AND REGULATIONS IN AN OBVIOUS 

LOCATION. They can be obtained from your local municipality. IMPORTANT - Make sure you 

have an acceptable number of Trash & Recycling cans w/lids that are labeled appropriately. For 

example: a minimum of four garbage cans and three recycling cans, but for larger homes, more may 

be necessary. 

2. MAR will receive rental payments on behalf of the owner(s). Once half of the rental payments have 

been received they will be forwarded within fifteen (15) business days after the funds have cleared 

our banking institution (other than dirt/damage deposits). The balance of the rental payments will be 

forwarded as noted above. The full amount of the agreed upon rental commission will be deducted 

prior to an owner(s) receiving the first half of the rental payment. MAR strongly requests that a 

guest(s) pay rental balances thirty (30) days prior to their check-in date and, if this occurs, owner(s) 

will be paid as soon as possible. If the guests(s) elects to pay on the day of check-in, rental balances 

will be paid to the owner(s) at that time. Guests pay our office a $40 processing fee on each lease.  

Also, MAR, Inc. will be accepting credit card payments on your behalf for rent payments and fees.  

Guest will pay a 3.25% fee added to the amount they charge. 

3. If a guest must cancel a rental once the owner has received the deposit, the canceled rental period 

will be put back on the active rental market as an available rental period once written notice is 

received from the guest. If the canceled rental period is re-rented, the owner will refund the amount 

of the deposit received for this rental. Should the owner... a.) decide to use the rental property 

themselves, b.) allow other family members or friends to use the rental property, c.) agree to lease the 

rental property to a third party for a lesser amount without the consent of the canceling guest, the 

owner will refund the amount of the deposit received. MAR will, in all cases regarding cancelations, 

retain the rental commission. 

4. MAR has spent significant time and money enhancing our rental listings on our website with 

dedicated tours. Our website clearly shows each listing's amenities, photographs/tours of the 

property, weekly prices and most importantly availability. Therefore, it is imperative that Owner(s) 

regularly review our site and email MAR with any and all changes/reservations. 

5. Owner gives MAR the right to advertise on third party rental websites.  The guest will pay the 

advertising fee to the third party site.   

6. If MAR introduces guests to your property and they rent your property and subsequently you and 

the guest agree that said guest will rent directly with you at any point in time in the future, a rental 

commission in the amount agreed to in this authorization will be due to MAR for each booking. If the 

owner leases the home to another party via a third party (ie: VRBO, HomeAway, Air B&B, etc.), 

MAR will NOT be a key pick-up location for any owner rentals unless MAR is notified ahead of time 



and a commission fee based on the authorization commission rate will be charged based on the rental 

rate and/or the highest rental rate for the season. 

7. The homeowner will provide MAR with at least three complete sets of working keys. If the Owner(s) 

changes the lock(s), Owner(s) will be responsible to provide MAR with three sets immediately. All 

keys provided to MAR should be checked in each lock. Owner will be responsible to provide their 

cleaning service with a key; this is not the responsibility of MAR. Owner(s) family and friends are 

welcome to borrow keys (with Owner(s) written permission) anytime Monday through Thursday 

during business hours.   

8. This year we will be recommending to homeowners that they consider Parakeet Home Automation 

for your keyless entry.  By the way, this technology is integrated with our current rental software, 

Real Time Rental.  Information will be provided. 

9. MAR has partnered with a Travel Insurer to provide Trip Insurance to guests. The insurance is 

optional and can be purchased by the guest at a % of the rental amount. Once the insurance 

premium is paid, it is non-refundable. 

10. MAR, through a partnership between AccuWeather & Cantor Exchange will be able to offer 

Weather Protection to a guest at a % of the rental amount and covering 100%, 75%, 50%, or 25% of 

the rent payment. 

11. MAR must advise you that due to FHA and ADA rules, regulations and requirements, an owner may 

be obligated to accept a Service Dog or Emotional Support Animal with no additional pet deposit or 

fee. Certain guests may have severe allergies to pets. Therefore, it is very important Owner(s) 

disclose ANY pet history, including Owner(s) pets. 

12. Owner(s) agrees to indemnify and hold the Broker completely harmless from any and all costs, 

expenses, attorney fees, lawsuits, liability, damages or claims for damages including but not limited 

to those arising out of any injury, death or damage to any property. Owner(s) agrees to carry and 

pay for Public Liability Insurance. Please check with your insurance agent for coverage details. 

MAR is in no way responsible for any damage or theft caused by guests placed by MAR. 

13. If the owner(s) sells the authorized property prior to the lease holder(s) rental dates, you must make 

clear to the purchasing owner(s) the following; the purchasing owner(s) must provide to the lease 

holders all that has been agreed to in the rental authorization. The purchasing owner(s) must 

complete a MAR rental authorization to receive any balance of rental monies not credited at closing. 

This is a requirement for IRS income reporting purposes. Also, the N.J.R.E.C. requires us to have a 

signed Rental Authorization from the current owner if payments and/or guests are outstanding. It 

will not be the responsibility of MAR to relocate leaseholders should the purchasing owner(s) want 

the property free of any lease(s). It will be the owner(s) and purchasing owner(s) responsibility to 

make these arrangements, provided the leaseholder will agree. 

14. This will authorize MAR to sign leases as the Agent of the homeowner, and it is understood and 

agreed that they shall receive a rental commission as follows: 1.) 10% for owner(s) who purchased 

through a MAR agent 2.) 13% for all rentals made by this office and the same commission on any 

renewal leases, contracted within one year of the expiration thereof. Should an owner(s) receive 

consideration for an exclusive rental and then change the rental authorization to a non-exclusive, the 

rental rate will change accordingly in the terms set forth above. The owner(s) understands that MAR 

will begin attempting to lease this property upon the signing of this rental authorization by the 

owner(s). Normally, leases will be entered into by a prospective guest and by MAR before the 

owner(s) receives notification. Once a lease is signed by a prospective guest and by MAR on behalf of 

the owner(s) as expressly permitted above, a binding, enforceable contract for the lease regarding the 

premises and the period specified in the lease agreement will exist between the owner(s) and guest. It 

is therefore the owner(s) responsibility to notify MAR in writing prior to entering into any lease 

agreement, for the lease of the premises so that MAR may properly notate its records to reflect that 

the premises is not available during the period where the owner(s) has entered in to a lease with a 

third party. In the event the owner(s) leases the premises that is the subject of this rental 

authorization without notifying MAR in writing as set forth herein, then the owner(s) agrees that 

they shall indemnify and hold MAR harmless from any lawsuit or claim including providing MAR 

with defense to any such claim arising out of a "double lease" situation. This provision shall apply 

regardless of when the lease is entered into by the Owner(s) and a third party. If MAR or its agents 

procure a rental for this property based on the premise of this authorization, the MAR rental shall 

take precedence even as it applies to other Rental Agencies. In the event the owner(s) refuse to accept 



MAR's reservation, owner(s) shall pay the applicable commission to the broker plus a $250.00 

relocation fee towards an alternate and comparable property. 

15. Security/Internet Cameras:  If there are any security cameras or internet cameras on or in the 

property, including but not limited to what are often called “nanny cams” or other video or audio 

recording or broadcasting equipment, the owner represents that those cameras or devices will be 

disabled and not functioning during the term of  the lease and neither the owner, their 

representatives or any other party has access to or use of them, unless only the guest has use of them.  

The owner acknowledges that any use or access to them by the owner, their representatives or any 

other party during the lease term, other than the guest, may constitute invasion of privacy of the 

guest and subject to civil damages and criminal charges.  Guests must be notified of any cameras 

located on the premises, therefore the homeowner needs to inform MAR of all cameras including 

cameras that are disabled for the guests stay. 

16.  Bedding: Please ensure mattress pads are freshly laundered and stain free. NEW mattress pads 

should be on all beds at the beginning of the season. Please have your cleaning crew inspect mattress 

pads for cleanliness during each turnover along with kitchen and bath mats. 

17. Inspect all mattresses and box springs to ensure cleanliness. This should be done pre-season and at 

each weekly turnover. Please coordinate cleanliness of bedding with your cleaning crew. 

18. Security Deposit Waiver Guidelines:   MAR will charge and collect from the guest a $79 Security 

Deposit Waiver. 

i. What is the Security Deposit Waiver (SDW)? 

• All MAR reservations require guests to pay a non-refundable SDW fee (excluding 

rentals exceeding 28 consecutive days).  Guests booked through MAR who have 

paid the non-refundable fee prior to checking into a property will not be obligated 

to pay a security deposit.  It is a non-refundable per reservation charge that covers 

accidental damage reported by the guest.  The SDW excuses guests from house 

damages up to your indicated security deposit amount.  The SDW is in lieu of a 

Security Deposit and is included and required on each reservation.  Guests are 

responsible for any damages or losses in excess of your Security Deposit amount as 

well as any damages or losses excluded from the terms.  SDW is NOT insurance. 

ii. Do my guests pay a Security Deposit? 

• No, all guests will be paying the non-refundable fee (excluding 28 consecutive day 

rentals). 

iii. What is the amount of the SDW fee? 

• $79.00 payable to MAR. 

iv. Conditions and Limitations:  The SDW applies only to the direct physical loss or damage to 

covered property.  The SDW does not cover loss of use of said property.  This waiver is not 

intended in any way to provide reimbursement or coverage for the following items:  

Damages that constitute normal wear and tear; damages resulting from Acts of God (i.e. 

fire, flood and/or natural disasters); damages or losses to property which are unrelated to 

the actions of the guest; and theft that occurs despite the guests’ reasonable efforts to secure 

the property and related items. 

v. Age and condition will be considered in all circumstances. 

vi. The owner(s) must deliver a written notice to MAR within five (5) days after the guest's 

departure detailing a list of damages and itemized charges. 

vii. The SDW takes the place of the Security Deposit. 

19. It is important that owner(s) provide us with appropriate emergency contact phone 

numbers. Emergency phone # is __________________________. Only when an owner(s) cannot be 

reached, owner(s) authorizes MAR to have repairs completed and deducted from the owner(s) funds. 

If an owner(s) remaining funds are not sufficient or if the owner(s) has a zero balance, the owner(s) 

agrees to forward within 7 days the necessary funds for the repair. I hereby acknowledge that I have 

read and completed in its entirety this rental authorization. I further acknowledge that MAR 

reserves the right to refuse a rental authorization if I make changes to the Terms and Conditions of 

the Rental Authorization. The NJ Security Deposit law does not apply to short term summer rentals. 

20. There have been some updates to our authorization. We hope these changes enhance our working 

relationship and we look forward to a successful 2020 season. 



IMPORTANT DISCLOSURE: AS THE HOMEOWNER(S) YOU HAVE THE RIGHT TO 

INDIVIDUALLY REACH AN AGREEMENT ON ANY FEE, COMMISSION OR OTHER 

VALUABLE CONSIDERATION WITH ANY BROKER. NO FEE, COMMISION OR OTHER 

CONSIDERATION HAS BEEN FIXED BY ANY GOVERNMENTAL AUTHORITY OR BY ANY 

TRADE ASSOCIATION OR MULTIPLE LISTING. OWNER(S) PAY(S) ALL UTILITIES 

UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED ON THIS RENTAL AUTHORIZATION. 

I hereby acknowledge that I have received the Attorney General Memorandum dated August 2018 

regarding New Jersey Law Against Discrimination and Federal Fair Housing Laws (see attached 

form) 

 

 

Signature of Owner(s) _______________________________________ Date ____________________ 

Rental Agent for Owner(s) _____________________________  
  

 

Office Address: 2909 Long Beach Boulevard, Ship Bottom, NJ 08008 

Email: rentals@maryallen.com Phone: (609)494-0700 Fax: (609)361-1410 

  

 

 

Owner Notes: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Pro-active care of your property pre & post season is very important and will help in the 

prevention of problems. 

Please remember to: 

• Have your property pretreated for ants and other pests prior to your first guests 

checking in! We advise providing spray and traps at the property in the event they 

become necessary during the rental season. 

• Have a pre-season thorough cleaning of your property. 

• Have your carpets cleaned. 

• Please check the condition and cleanliness of your mattresses and box springs. NEW 

mattress pads should be on all beds at the beginning of the season. Please have your 

cleaning crew inspect mattress pad for cleanliness during each turnover along with 

kitchen and bath mats. 

• Make sure all of your major systems are in proper working order...ex. A/C, Water 

Heater, Appliances, Etc. 

• Post your Trash and Recycling schedule in an obvious location. 

• Make sure you have an acceptable number of Trash & Recycling cans w/lids that 

are labeled appropriately. For example: a minimum of four garbage cans and three 

recycling cans, but for larger homes, more may be necessary. 

• Make sure your grill is clean, functioning and located in a safe place. Please leave an 

extra full tank of gas. Please encourage your guests to maintain and clean the grill as 

a courtesy for future guests. 

• Make sure to leave extra light bulbs and batteries. 

• If you have numerous TV's and numerous remotes for the various TV's, please label 

the remotes according to the TV it operates and please leave details on operation of 

both! 

• Please contact us before renting your property yourself to make sure the week(s) are 

still available. You DO NOT want to have a double booking. If you have a vacancy 

and decide to use it at the last minute, please let us know! 

• To view your property online, contact our office for your Listing #. Go 

to www.MaryAllen.com. Click on the Go To Rental Listing button at the top of the 

page and type in your Listing #. You will then be able to view your rented weeks, 

available weeks, and rental rate for available weeks, bed sizes, amenities, etc. You 

will find this to be a very useful tool to track your rentals and may save you from 

having to make unnecessary calls. 

• If you have photos you would like updated, please forward them to 

Rentals@MaryAllen.com. 

• E-mail or call us if you need a new sign on your property. 

• We appreciate the opportunity to rent your home...however if you are interested in 

selling your home or would like to know its value, please contact your agent at 

MAR. 

• We recommend that you have a “Helpful Hints” booklet at your property that 

highlights important information for the guests, including instructions for Wifi, 

TV’s and trash/recycle schedules, along with any other pertinent information. 

 



 



Making this move allows us,
you, and our guests to stay
current with market trends.

Keyless entry has become
an amenity in the industry
that guests now expect.

Vacation Rental Guests are 
demanding convenience in 
the properties they choose 

to vacation at.

Management will be able to remotely 
check if the door is locked at any given 
property to ensure security.

The greatest advantage for the guest 
is that they can enter a property and 
begin their vacation without having 
to worry about keys.

With this solution, there is no need for 
lockboxes or expensive rekeying costs. 
Guests leave feeling happier with the 
new and improved service. 

Unique lock codes are automatically 
generated for each booking and are 
only active on the lock during the 
guest’s reservation.

We are rolling out keyless entry at the properties that we manage. Existing access control methods 
include guests picking up keys at a central office. This can be difficult because it may be a location 
on the other side of town. Limited open office hours can turn into conflict when unforeseen schedule 
changes occur including flight delays and more. Lockboxes are sometimes installed at a property, 
but they are difficult to locate and use in the dark and offer poor management and oversite.

PARAKEET

Contact Us With Any Questions 
Email: sales@goparakeet.com 
Phone: (801) 690-7980



PARAKEET

Contact Us With Any Questions 
Email: sales@goparakeet.com 
Phone: (801) 690-7980

Guests travel out of the way to get keys

After hours key pickup is tricky & insecure

Can be difficult to find

Difficult to operate in the dark

Many lockboxes are different and take 
time to figure out

One (or two) set of keys is difficult for 
a guest group to manage

Guests have to coordinate who has the 
keys and who is arriving back at the 
property first which makes it is easy to 
get locked out

How many copied keys are out in the 
world or lost all together?

How often are locks re-keyed?

Doors are left unlocked and keys left 
under the mat by guests for convenience

Guest gets emailed with their unique 
door code before their trip

Access becomes active at the start of 
the reservation

Guest code expires at the end of the 
reservation

Guests enters a code in the key pad 
in order to unlock the door

Check-in time is logged and the main 
office is notified

Guests can share access to everyone 
in their group by sharing the 
combination code

This is a universal solution that is 
easy for guests to manage

No keys to loose

No need to rekey locks

All entries and exits are logged 

including management staff



DEADBOLT LOCK 
(KEYLESS, MARINE GRADE, 

YRD216)

$164

$264.99

$100

OFF

LEVER LOCK
(KEYLESS, YRL236)

$164

$269.99

$105

OFF

DOOR/WINDOW

AEOTEC SENSOR

$39

$49.99

$10

OFF

GARAGE DOOR 
CONTROLER

$99
$50

OFF

LIGHT SWITCH 
(UNIVERSAL DIMMER)

$39

$49.99

$10

OFF

THERMOSTAT 

(Honeywell T6)

$109

$169.99

$60

OFF

FLOOD & FREEZE 

SENSATIVE AB SENSOR

$50

$149.99

IN WALL OUTLET

$39
$10

OFF

DOOR/WINDOW 

SENSATIVE AB SENSOR

$50
$49.99

REPEATER

$25
$10

OFF

$34.99

Package #2

$372

includes
Lock & Gateway 
(Ethernet/
Wi-Fi/Cellular) & 
THERMOSTAT

Package  #1

$263

includes
Lock & Gateway 
(Ethernet/
Wi-Fi/Cellular)

contact
Sales@goparakeet.com

801-690-7980 Opt 2 Sales

GATEWAY WITH 

PARTY SENSOR
WIFI/ETHERNET/

CELLULAR

$129
$75

OFF

$175.99

RECOMMENDED PACKAGE 

VR SPECIAL PRICING



Frequently Asked Questions

HOW DO YOU DEFINE A RAINY WEEK?

A rainy week is defined by it raining 4 or more days during the 7

day rental lease.

How DO YOU DEFINE A RAINY DAY?

A rainy day is defined by any day where it rains more than or

equal to the measurement amount in inches.

WHAT IS 0.1 INCHES OF RAIN?

A light rain for 30-40 minutes, moderate rain for 10 minutes or

heavy rain for 5 minutes. Small puddles would form but usually

disappear after a short while.

WHAT IS 0.25 INCHES OF RAIN?

A light rain for 2-3 hours,  moderate rain for 30-60 minutes or

heavy rain for 15 minutes. Many puddles on the ground that do

not disappear easily.

WHAT IS 0.5 INCHES OF RAIN?

Moderate  rain  for  1-2  hours  or  heavy rain  for  30-45  minutes.

Deep standing water for long periods of time (a light rain never

reaches this amount).

WHAT DAYS ARE COVERED?

Measurement  days  includes  the  Saturday  of  your  arrival  and

continue  through  the  Friday  of  your  weekly  lease.  Rain  that

occurs on the Saturday of your checkout day is not covered.
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WHERE IS THE RAIN MEASURED?

Measurements  are  taken  at  the  closest  NOAA  monitored

precipitation gathering weather station. The station will be noted

using a 4 digit identifier that generally start with the letter “K”.

Settlement  locations  are  often  at  a  local  commercial  airport.

Consult your lease terms to see where coverage would be settled

for your vacation home’s zipcode. You can use to research how

far  your  vacation  home  is  from  your  settlement  location  by

searching  for  the  location  online  by  it’s  4  digit  code.  It  is

important to note that a rain week is defined by rain occurring at

the specified weather station. It is possible that rain may occur at

your  vacation  address,  but  not  at  the  station.  Conversely,  it  is

possible for rain to occur at the station, and not at your vacation

address.

HOW DO YOU CONFIRM THE RAIN AMOUNTS AND

DURATION DURING MY STAY?

Via  CX  Markets  settlement  feed  we  receive  the  station’s

measurement data automatically hours after a day is complete. On

the  fourth  qualifying  day  of  rain,  a  decision  on  settlement  is

generally reached by noon on the next business day.

HOW DO I RECEIVE PAYOUT?

A vacationer paying rain event is generally arrived at within 24

hours  of  the  fourth  qualifying  rain  day.  Payment  will  be

distributed to you by the broker.

WHAT IF IT RAINS AT NIGHT?

Rain at night counts toward your qualifying amount total. In fact

a large storm from 11PM to 1AM counts towards both days, with

the rain prior to midnight counting for the previous day and the

rain after midnight counting for the next day.

Frequently Asked Questions https://www.realtimerental.com/rrv10/user/Cantor_sales_FAQ.asp
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WEATHER 
PROTECTION 
FOR SHORT-TERM 
RENTALS 



ProtectWx for Short-Term Rental Program 

• Provides financial protection against rainy weather during week long stays 

• You are refunded if qualifying weather event occurs 

• This is not insurance – Weather measurements and payments are automatic 

How ProtectWx for Short-Term Rentals Works 

• At lease signing, you opt into ProtectWX for a full refund of the rental amount if it 

  rains 4 or more days that week 

• Payment for ProtectWX is provided in accordance to the payment terms outlined 

   in your lease. 

ProtectWx Is Not Insurance 

ProtectWX weekly rain financial protection is not insurance, but a feature provided as 

part of your lease offered by the broker. After a rainy week you are not required to deal  

with a claims processor or provide evidence of vacation loss.  

 

Frequently Asked Questions 

HOW DO YOU DEFINE A RAINY WEEK? 

A rainy week is defined by it raining 4 or more days during the 7 day rental lease. A rainy 

day is defined by any day where it rains more than or equal to the measurement amount in 

inches. 0.1 Inches of rain is a light rain for 30-40 minutes, moderate rain for 10 minutes, or 

heavy rain for 5 minutes. Small puddles would form but usually disappear after a short 

while. 0.25 Inches of rain is a light rain for 2-3 hours, moderate rain for 30-60 minutes, or 

heavy rain for 15 minutes. Many puddles on the ground that do not disappear easily. 0.5 

inches of rain is moderate rain for 1-2 hours or heavy rain for 30-45 minutes. Deep standing 

water for long periods of time (a light rain never reaches this amount).  

WHAT DAYS ARE COVERED? 

Measurement days include the Saturday of your arrival and continue through the Friday of 

your weekly lease. Rain that occurs on the Saturday of your checkout day is not covered. 

WHERE IS THE RAIN MEASURED?  

Measurements are taken at the closest NOAA monitored precipitation gathering weather 

station. The station will be noted using a 4 digit identifier that generally start with the letter 

“K”. Settlement locations are often at a local commercial airport. Consult your lease terms to 

see where coverage would be settled for your vacation home’s zipcode. You can use to 

research how far your vacation home is from your settlement location by searching for the 

location online by it’s 4 digit code. It is important to note that a rain week is defined by rain 

occurring at the specified weather station. It is possible that rain may occur at your vacation 

address, but not at the station. Conversely, it is possible for rain to occur at the station, and 

not at your vacation address. 

HOW DO I RECEIVE PAYOUT? 

A vacationer paying rain event is generally arrived at within 24 hours of the fourth qualifying 

rain day. Payment will be distributed to you by the broker.  

 




